
Stylex Introduces Luna, Reinvented Banquette Seating Specifiable by the Inch
An Enduring Collection of Versatility, Luna Shapes Seating Areas for Lobbies, Restaurants, and

Workplaces

DELANCO, NJ (November 2023) – Commercial furnishings expert Stylex announces the release of
Luna, a contemporary banquette seating collection that offers precise specification down to the
inch. Embracing the architecture of a space, Luna can conform to the contours of a wall or can
stand alone to effortlessly transform an open area. Reimagining banquette seating, Stylex designed
a collection where sophisticated curves meet ergonomic support and limitless configurations invite
collaboration.

Articulated by a refined silhouette, Luna sculpts seating areas with its symmetry, enhancing the
spatial design of conventional and unconventional areas. The comfortable segments range from
25” to 60”, run or standalone, and interlock with durable ganging brackets to form one contiguous
shape. The banquette's name derives from its half-moon shaped arm that flows seamlessly to
meet the supportive low 31.5” or high 38.5” back. Blending with various design aesthetics, Luna’s
base options include elevated, plinth, or can be ordered as a part of a larger layout to integrate
with custom built-in millwork.

“Our design goal was two-fold, to bring beauty and symmetry to the modern-day banquette while
simplifying the specification process for designers,” explained Randi Pastrovic, VP of Customer
Experience. "Our cutting-edge design tools - including CET and Revit - empower designers to
customize Luna by effortlessly adjusting the symbols to the exact inch, thereby transforming a
standard product into a fully customizable experience.”

Designed by Anthony Land to tackle contemporary design challenges, this versatile collection also
offers the option to incorporate power, biophilic elements, and accessories. By pairing Luna with
technology, users can enjoy a comfortable, functional, and beautiful workspace. Luna units can
either be equipped with a 3-prong plug if placed near an outlet or hardwired with power, allowing

https://www.stylexseating.com/


the piece to be completely untethered from power sources within a room. Wireless charging trays
can also be integrated for a completely cordless look. Luna's table solutions are meticulously
crafted from oak, maple, walnut, and opaque black wood solid wood, infusing added warmth into
the space. And finally, planters introduce a biophilic element while offering designers the ability to
create unique spatial divisions, allowing for a variety of seating areas in larger environments.

Manufactured in the U.S. with a strong commitment to environmental sustainability, Luna is
presently undergoing testing for Greenguard IAQ and LEVEL Certification, which we anticipate
receiving in the next few weeks. Like all Stylex products, Luna is supported by a 10-year
performance warranty.

# # #
ABOUT STYLEX
At Stylex, we are committed to making things better by making better things. We create enduring
products that respond to the ways we live and work, design solutions for intentional and joyful
living, and support dynamic and social environments that will not only make our customers' lives
better, but the world a better place. For more information, visit www.stylexdesign.com
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